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What is R

- a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics
- a dialect of S language (John Chambers, 1998 ACM Software System Award winner)
- initially written by Robert Gentleman and Ross Ihaka
- actively developed/improved by R core team and many contributors
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- a true computer language
- fully planned and coherent
- allows users to add additional functionality by defining new functions
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- a large collection of intermediate tools for data analysis
- graphical facilities for data analysis and display
- a well-developed, simple and effective programming language
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- density: \( d \text{dist}r \)
- probability (cdf): \( p \text{dist}r \)
- quantile (inverse cdf): \( q \text{dist}r \)
- random variates: \( r \text{dist}r \)
- \( \text{dist}r \) include: \( \text{normal}, t, f, \text{chisquare}, \text{binomial}, \text{poisson}, \ldots \)
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lattice package

- **univariate**: barchart, bwplot, stripplot, dotplot, histogram, qqmath, densityplot
- **bivariate**: xyplot, qq
- **trivariate**: levelplot, contourplot, cloud, wireframe
- **hypervariate**: splom, parallel
- **others**: rfs, tmd
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R Links

- R Homepage
- Comprehensive R Archive Network
- One R Tip a Day
- R Graph Gallery
- R Wiki
- R_note: The Exploration of Statistical Software R
- Technical Notes on the R Programming Language
- John Chambers Award
- Data Expo 2009